SHAWARMA II Round 1

1) *Taxi Driver*

2) *Those Magnificent Men* in Their Flying Machines

3) *The Adventures of Robin Hood* [accept answers like Michael Curtiz *Robin Hood* or 1938 *Robin Hood*; accept answers like Errol Flynn *Robin Hood* before the last slide; prompt on *Robin Hood*]

4) *Aliens* [accept answers like *Alien 2*, but do not accept nor prompt on “Alien”]

5) *Quo Vadis*

6) *Top Hat*

7) *Trading Places*

8) *Seven Samurai* [or *Shichinin no Samurai*]

9) *The Bad News Bears*

10) *Dr. No* [accept answers like *James Bond 1*, I guess]

11) *Gandhi*

12) *The Manchurian Candidate*

13) *Sunset Boulevard*

14) *High Noon*

15) *All the President's Men*

16/TB/joke) *Gone with the Wind*
1) *Jason and the Argonauts*

2) *The Godfather*

3) *From Here to Eternity*

4) *Tootsie*

5) *The Grand Illusion* [or *La Grande Illusion*]

6) *The Blues Brothers*

7) *The Magnificent Seven*

8) *The Lion in Winter*

9) *The Great Dictator*

10) *Brazil*

11) *Gentlemen Prefer Blondes*

12) *Say Anything*

13) *Butch Cassidy* and the *Sundance Kid*

14) *Smokey and the Bandit*

15) *The Maltese Falcon*

16) TB/joke) *The Wizard of Oz*
1) *Bicycle Thieves* [or *Ladri di biciclette*; accept *Bicycle Thief*]

2) *20,000 Leagues Under the Sea*

3) *Good Morning, Vietnam*

4) *The Pink Panther*

5) *Death Wish*

6) *Casablanca*

7) *The Apartment*

8) *Soylent Green*

9) *Point Blank*

10) *Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost Ark* [accept answers like *Indiana Jones 1*, but prompt on *Indiana Jones*]

11) *12 Angry Men*

12) *Goldfinger* [accept answers like *James Bond 3*, I guess]

13) *Duck Soup*

14) *Blazing Saddles*

15) *Tron*

16/TB/joke) *Breakfast at Tiffany’s*
1) *Escape to Witch Mountain* [absolutely do not accept “Race to Witch Mountain”]

2) *Sands of Iwo Jima*

3) *Breathless* [or *À bout de souffle*; accept *Out of Breath* or similarly literal translated answers]

4) *The Breakfast Club*

5) *The Thomas Crown Affair*

6) *The Seven Year Itch*

7) *The Dirty Dozen*

8) *Mr. Smith Goes to Washington*

9) *Coming to America*

10) *The French Connection*

11) *Gaslight*

12) *Rain Man*

13) *1941*

14) *Ben-Hur*

15) *M*A*S*H* [pronounced “mash,” but if they spell it out that’s obviously fine]

16/TB/joke) *The Graduate*
SHAWARMA II Round 5

1) **E.T.** the Extra-Terrestrial

2) *In the Heat of the Night*

3) *A Night at the Opera*

4) *A Streetcar Named Desire*

5) *The Deer Hunter*

6) *An American in Paris*

7) *Alexander Nevsky* [or *Aleksandr Nevskii*]

8) *Fast Times* at Ridgemont High

9) *Serpico*

10) *The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance*

11) *The Postman Always Rings Twice*

12) *It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World* [honestly, as long as they say “mad” more than once, I don’t care if it’s not four times: give them the points]

13) *The Boys from Brazil*

14) *Rocky III*

15) *The Bridge on the River Kwai*

16/TB/joke) *2001: A Space Odyssey*
SHAWARMA II Round 6

1) *Spartacus*

2) *Scarface*

3) *Superman*

4) *The Producers*

5) *The Jazz Singer*

6) *The Birds*

7) *Police Academy*

8) *The Treasure of the Sierra Madre*

9) *The Man Who Never Was*

10) *The Sting*

11) *Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein*

12) *La Dolce Vita* [accept *The Good Life* or *The Sweet Life* or similar translated answers]

13) *American Graffiti*

14) *The Guns of Navarone*

15) *Chariots of Fire*

16/TB/joke) *Annie Hall*
SHAWARMA II Round 7

1) The Godfather Part II
2) Back to the Future Part III
3) Rashomon
4) Cool Hand Luke
5) The African Queen
6) The Terminator
7) Double Indemnity
8) Caddyshack
9) The Man with the Golden Arm
10) Thunderball [accept answers like James Bond 4, I guess]
11) Pretty in Pink
12) The Great Race
13) The Mark of Zorro [accept answers like Robert Mamoulian Zorro or 1940 Zorro; accept answers like Tyrone Power Zorro before the last slide; prompt on Zorro]
14) Vertigo
15) Animal House
16/TB/joke) Dirty Dancing